
Guardians
Introduction: What is a
Guardian?
A guardian is a character, creature, or other sentient entity

that prevents the unworthy from gaining access to whatever it

is they guard. What exactly makes an individual worthy or

unworthy varies by the guardian, but in general it involves

some sort of test, asking price, or demonstrable

characteristic. For those that pass the guardian's judgement,

glory, riches, and honor may await - or simply an uneventful

trek across a bridge. Used correctly, guardians can add plot

and drama to a session, forcing the heroes to make very

difficult decisions - fight or circumvent, pay or forfeit - that

can shape the outcome of your campaign's events.

Things Guardians Guard
Most guardians don't guard just anything. What a guardian

protects and why can be an important part of who they are,

and can lend flavor and detail to your story and your setting. A

dragon might protect their shimmering hoard, while a town

guardsman might protect the village where his wife and

children live. A ghostly princess might protect her cursed

father in his age-old slumber, and the knights who served her

in her life may still protect her after death.

Often, what and why a guardian protects are closely

intertwined. In general, a guardian protects something for one

of three reasons: they choose to, they are forced to, or they

are paid to. If they choose to, it might be because they spent a

lot of time and pain acquiring it, or it might be because they

swore an oath to the last Dragon Lord and wish to honor his

memory. If they are forced to, it may be because of an ancient

spell or hard-coded algorithm - perhaps they must guard the

Tomb of Ancients until someone willingly replaces them, or

maybe their security protocols are on the fritz and they have

to kill anyone who approaches because it's in their

programming. If they're paid to, things might be a whole lot

simpler. It's possible the heroes could pay them off or bribe

them to look the other way, or maybe even promise them a

share of the treasure.

Often, game masters will come to the table with a good

understanding of what their guardian is going to be guarding

- after all, if the PCs are after it, it's probably important to the

plot. If you need a quick time-filler or some inspiration,

though, feel free to consult the following table.

1d8 Things the Guardian Gaurds

1 Their family - a mate and 1d8-1 children.

2 A treasure hoard worth 1d10 * 100 gold pieces.

3 Their home, as appropriate for the type of guardian
they are.

4 An ancient tome - roll on ancient tomes table.

5 A portal to another dimension - roll on the
dimensions table.

6 A person of importance - roll on the persons of
importance table.

7 A sacred relic of an ancient religion - roll on the
sacred relics table.

8 Someone the PCs never expected to see again.

Ancient Tomes
These ancient tomes are under guard for a variety of reasons.

Some are genuinely dangerous; others are mundane and hold

only as much value as their owners have ascribed to them

through the generations. If a particular tome doesn't work for

the atmosphere you're trying to create, throw it out entirely.

Some, such as personal diaries, may be incredibly dangerous,

re-writing history as we know it and upsetting lineages that

have stood for generations, or entirely harmless and under

guard because they were confused with something else. A

good number of these tomes can also be used as minor (or

major) parts of a larger treasure hoard, to add some flavor.



1d20 The Subject of an Ancient Tome

1 The contemporary history of an ancient civilization.

2 The secrets of an ancient cult, including their hidden
rituals and corruptions of a contemporary religion.

3 A compendium of information on dryads, naids, and
tree nymphs, with a loose appendix on nereids.

4 An occult summoning ritual so complex it fills an
entire book.

5 A manual of various types of shoe leather, shoe
polish, and shoemaking advice.

6 An entirely blank book that never had anything
written in it.

7 A personal diary of a minor nobleman during the
golden age of a fallen civilization.

8 A personal diary of a servant during the collapse of a
fallen civilization.

9 A personal diary of an unpopular and short-lived
king, stained with blood and trailing off the page on
the final entry.

10 The spellbook of an ancient wizard, genius in his
time and containing 1d4 spells usable by the PCs.

11 A magic cookbook that always contains the recipe
the PCs need most, whether they know why they
need that recipe or not.

12 An ordinary book on carpentry that specifies ancient
woodworking techniques.

13 A magical carpenter's guide that contains a plethora
of woodworking implements in its many internal
pockets.

14 An ordinary cookbook, detailing long-forgotten
cuisines of an ancient empire.

15 A steamy romance set in an empire the PCs have
never heard of.

16 A steamy romance set in the modern day and
featuring two of the PCs (magical).

17 A tome of horror that forces anyone who opens it to
make an appropriate save or gibber catatonically for
1d3 days.

18 A tome detailing ancient torture methods in
gruesome detail, written for "aspiring inquisitors."

19 A guide to toaster oven cooking, written by a wizard
who could see the future and/or time travel to it.

20 The world's best paper-airplane book, complete with
enchanted tear-out sheets that turn into paper
airplane familiars.

Portals to Other Dimensions
A portal to another dimension is usually under guard because

the dimension on the other side is dangerous, a source of

great power, or special in some other way. The dimensions

listed here should get you started. They're targeted at a

fantasy campaign, since that's the most common, but watch

for expanded information on dimensions (including

dimensions for a wealth of other genres) in an upcoming

supplement.

1d8 Dimension The Guardian's Portal Leads To

1 The Nine Hells.

2 The High Heavens.

3 The Abyss.

4 The Twilight Forest.

5 The Wild Forest.

6 The Ways.

7 The Cataclysm.

8 The Emptiness.

The Nine Hells
This is where demons of the lawful evil variety come from, as

made popular by Dungeons and Dragons and the Diablo

franchise. Each of the nine levels of Hell is ruled over by a

different arch-demon, and the vast expanses of them feature

fortresses, mines, infernal pits of torture, and desecrated

corpses that for some reason cannot seem to die.

The High Heavens
The High Heavens are the realm of angels, celestials, and

other such divine and blessed creatures. Once again hailing

primarily from Diablo and D&D, these realms are distinct

from the Christian conception of Heaven in that they do not

include a God and feature angels who are flawed and capable

of being corrupted.

The Abyss
The Abyss is a horrific, violent place. Filled with horrors

straight out of Lovecraftian fiction, the dimension itself twists

and warps in a non-Euclidean fashion certain to confound

even the most brilliant minds, if they do not shatter from the

horrors that it shows them first.

The Twilight Forest
The Twilight Forest is a realm of endless grey - pale, leafless

trees set in a world of eternal twilight and shrouded in cold,

clinging mist. Adventurers who find themselves in this realm

may be seeking something that was hidden here - the forest

stretches infinitely in all directions - or they may be seeking

the guidance of the Will O' Wisps or ghosts that dwell here. It

is said the pale white lights will draw you to what is hidden,

or to a vision of your own future in a pool, and the spirits of

the dead are also thought to offer guidance. If the heroes

should encounter a restless spirit - such as a Banshee or a

Wight - they may be in for a more violent encounter. Lastly,

the heroes may be seeking the Twilight Court - a group of

mysterious fae who preside over death.

The Wild Forest
The Wild Forest is the home of the fae - both the seelie and

unseelie courts. Set eternally on a warm midsummer's eve,

the air is full of mystery and magic. Glowing lanterns dot the

trees, and bonfires mark the comings and goings of the Wild

Hunt. The capricious nature of the fae is in full swing here,

and the heroes might be in for the time of their lives or the

most dangerous chapter in them.



The Ways
The Ways are an ancient series of bridges and platforms, a

spider's web of fractured causeways and broken stairs that

offers a faster route between two places for the very brave or

very foolish. Abandoned by their creators long ago, the Ways

have become infested with a plague - a creeping, whispering

darkness that takes heroes into madness or leaves them

lifeless from a thousand cuts. It is rumored that even still,

servants of the Nine Hells make their abode here, building

kingdoms of slaves and eking out a living cut off from the rest

of the world.

The Cataclysm
The Cataclysm was once a world of magic far more powerful

than any we here possess. In their ambition, the mages of this

ancient realm quite literally ripped it apart - it now floats in

bits and pieces here and there. Comprised of floating

segments of terrain and rubble, the Cataclysm contains

powerful magics on its many islands, but foolish heroes who

go seeking after them may fall or be crushed by shifting

rubble. It's also said the echoes of powerful magic roam the

land, memories of life and laughter that can be heard and

seen as ghosts. Perhaps most dangerous, though, are the

time rifts these entail - the same rift in spacetime that allows

the heroes to see back might well suck them into it,

transporting them anywhere from minutes to days before the

blast that killed everyone in the world they now inhabit.

The Emptiness
The Emptiness is a perfect copy of the PCs' world, but all

living creatures have been removed from it. It's as if a

snapshot in time was taken of the physical objects in their

world, and they are now the only life to inhabit it. It's eerie -

spooky, even. After all, in a place so empty, what happened to

all the people? Are the PCs really alone, or does something

lurk beyond the shadows of their vision?

Persons of Importance
Persons of importance are definitely worth guarding,

especially if they're vulnerable or helpless for some reason,

such as with a sleeping princess or a tormented king. Some

of the options on the below table are cliche; if you want

something original, try subverting the trope. Maybe the

captured baroness is paying her own ransom, or maybe she's

escaped, or maybe she refuses to go with the heroes because

she's made friends with the guardian. Maybe the true heir

doesn't want to rule, and agreed to the plan of being hidden

away. You can also mix and match - maybe the surviving

witness is in a time-stasis spell the heroes have to end

somehow, or the tormented king has been placed in a magical

sleep to relieve his suffering. It's all up to you how you want to

use the options in this table.

1d8 Person of Importance

1 A king driven mad by reading an ancient tome.

2 A princess in a magical slumber.

3 A captured baronness worth a fortune in ransom.

4 A wizard in a time-stasis spell, destined to awaken in
time of great calamity.

5 The true heir to the throne, hidden from the public so
an usurper could rule.

6 The only surviving witness to an event of some
importance.

7 A child of great power, not fully in control of their
abilities.

8 The subject of a prophecy - perhaps a knight, a simple
peasant, or a bastard prince - fated to save (or
destroy) the kingdom.

Sacred Relics
Relics deemed important by a religion will sometimes be

placed under guard by its loyal followers. Each of the relics

on this table is worthy of being placed under guard by itself,

or they may be accompanied by religious texts, other artifacts,

and the like. Depending on whether the heroes are loyal

followers of the religion, they might be able to acquire such a

trove without any combat - in effect, to "talk their way in"

based on being the fulfillment of a prophecy or some such.

On the other hand, if their own religion has turned even

partially against them, raiding such a trove of sacred objects

could spell disaster for their public opinion ratings.

1d8 Sacred Relic

1 The sandals of a prophet, said to grant a deity's favor.

2 The staff of a powerful wielder of the religion's power.

3 A crystal ball said to show visions from a deity to the
worthy.

4 The prophet's annotated copy of a religious work
(with musings and half-baked prophecies).

5 A hand mirror that shows the wielder their true self.

6 A jar of anointing oil that never runs dry.

7 A circlet of gold that places the wearer in a trance,
during which they see prophetic visions.

8 A jar of perfume said to make those who inhale it fall
deeply in love with the wearer.

By the Genre
The options above are largely targeted at fantasy campaigns;

if you're running a different type of campaign, you may find

some of the below options helpful.



For science fiction, you can replace regional royalty and

nobles with planetary or imperial royalty and nobles - a "king"

could become the Emperor of several star systems, and a

sleeping princess could be a senator's daughter. It's also

possible for ancient tomes to become datapads (perhaps with

AI or nanites instead of magic). Treasure hoards can be

composed of commodities instead of gold and silver -

something like spices, gems, or rare wines might be a good

option. Portals to other realms could lead to different planets

or star systems, depending on what level of travel is normally

possible in your game (made famous by series like Mass

Effect and Stargate).

In a modern setting, most of the above options will still

work - religious artifacts and persons of importance in

particular. If your setting doesn't have magic, you can replace

most of the ancient tomes with pieces of relatively "mundane"

data that would be useful to world powers - things like

"nuclear launch codes" or "bio-warfare research." Portals to

other realms don't really exist in a "realistic" modern setting,

although with some tweaking you could create a sort of "fast

travel" network. In these settings, guardians also frequently

guard more mundane things like buildings or military

installations (and are somewhat mundane themselves, as

with security guards and military personnel).

Types of Guardians
The Checkpoint
A checkpoint is something the heroes have to get past in

order to advance. It may be set up by military personnel, or it

may be the result of criminal or syndicate activity. Regardless,

something - whether it's a road, a bridge, a doorway, or the

like - has been blocked or barricaded with some form of

moveable barrier, and is now staffed by armed (and generally

well-trained) personnel. In a fantasy setting, this might consist

of highwaymen with wagons rolled across the road, or

villagers who have blockaded the entrance to their town

during a time of war. In a modern setting, checkpoints are

frequently found at borders, at the entrances to secured

research facilities and military installations, and even in

public buildings with metal detectors. In science fiction, they

can be found in all the locations of a modern campaign, but

also on the planetary or system-wide level, as with blockades

and "no-fly systems" in the vicinity of military operations.

They're also frequently found when boarding a space station

or large ship for the first time. Checkpoints feature strongly in

pulp and spies campaigns, since those are the ones where

heroes most tend to be operating in secret under the

influence of hostile governments. Military campaigns (in any

era) also see heavy use of them, as they're incredibly common

during times of war. Checkpoints during such times may be

upgraded from simple "armed men and a barrier" affairs to

include things like pillboxes and emplaced machine guns, as

well as tank traps, hyperdrive-activated mines, and the like.

The Giant Monster
The giant monster is perhaps the most famous of all

guardians. Whether it's King Kong, Godzilla, or the last of the

Ancient Dragons, a giant monster presents a real and

tangible challenge for the heroes to overcome. Depending on

your game, and on which monster you use, a giant monster

may respond to attempts to reason with it, or it may simply

breath fire on the interpreter and continue on its way.

Dragons and similar creatures are famous for offering the

heroes a choice of violence or non-violence, and resorting to

violence when the heroes fail. In this manner, many of the

other guardians presented here, such as the riddle master,

can devolve into this type when not dealt with correctly. A

"giant monster" doesn't have to be only useful in fantasy

settings - in a pinch, tanks, star destroyers, and AH-64

Apache attack helicopters will all do the trick. In pulp or

superheroes campaigns, a giant monster may be created by a

supervillain or a Nazi experiment, or it may be replaced by

the classic "giant robot." In science fiction, they could be

literal (as rare species from worlds in the outer rim, or even

starship-sized creatures that live in vast nebulae) or

mechanical (such as dropships, giant robots, and the like).

Generally, giant monsters present primarily a combat threat

to the heroes, but they could also be something the heroes

have to "draw off" or sneak around somehow.

The Riddle Master
The riddle master is a character who presents the heroes

with a riddle, and demands that they solve it. Famous

examples include the Riddler (from Batman's rogues gallery)

and the bridgekeeper in Monty Python and the Holy Grail, as

well as such classics as the Sphinx and Loki. In a more

modern setting such as spies, riddle masters might take the

form of password reset questions or "things only the target

would know." In many fantasy and pulp settings, a riddle

master is a beast who would otherwise fall in the giant

monster category, such as a dragon or a sphinx. Indeed, if the

heroes fail to answer their questions, such riddle masters

may attempt to eat them, triggering a "giant monster"

encounter. In a space opera campaign such as Star Wars, you

can expect the riddle master to be a powerful member of an

ancient order; in military campaigns they may be the guy at a

checkpoint who yells "If Marilyn Monroe came around that

corner, what part of her would you be lookin' at?" Riddle

masters don't tend to show up among the ranks of thugs or

henchmen, although bouncers and "password guys" can

definitely fall in this category more than any other.



The Captain
The captain, like the giant monster, is usually a combat

confrontation. This lineage includes such notables as Captain

Phasma and M.O.D.O.K - the type of people who always have

a bunch of goons backing them up. As distinct from the giant

monster encounter, the captain is generally less directly

dangerous and relies more on strength of numbers and

superior firepower than anything else. They could be the

leader of a gang of highwaymen, a literal "captain of the

guard," or the alpha animal of a dangerous pack of wild

beasts. Regardless of how they come by their alliegances, the

captain is more than willing to exploit them, sending

subordinates to deal with the heroes and moving in once

they're weakened. Frequently, this can overlap with the giant

monster encounter - perhaps the captain has brought along a

podwalker or their war elephant, or maybe they're racing the

heroes to an objective and both teams have to deal with the

ancient dragon guarding it. In extreme situations, the captain

may even be a giant monster - after all, there's a reason they're

the captain.

The Judge of Character
The judge of character evaluates some quality the heroes

have. In traditional fantasy settings, they may require the

heroes to be brave, or faithful, or truthful, or exhibit evidence

of some other Christian virtue such as charity or chastity. In

folk stories, particularly those told by cultures with a

pantheon, the ask may be somewhat more nuanced (and less

Western) in its nature - the heroes might have to be cunning,

or fast with their hands, or good dancers, or really anything

else you can come up with that fits the nature of the guardian

and the object being guarded. Often, but not always, this type

of guardian has divine connotations - they are a member of

the church, a servant of a deity, or even a deity themselves. In

situations where this is not the case, they may wish the

heroes to serve them at some task, and seek to judge their

worthiness - this is especially common in hidden world

fantasies and certain action genres (think The Matrix).

Superheroes are also frequently judged on their character, as

are magical initiates - those who are canidates for promotion

to great power must be vetted very carefully, lest they turn to

darkness and disorder and upset the nature of the universe.

For an interesting twist, remember that not all judges of

character want positive attributes - some seek negative

attributes like "willingness to kill a loved one" or "ability to

steal without compulsion and without asking questions."

The Quest Giver
The quest giver is a guardian who wants something - perhaps

a sandwich, a specific variety of tobacco, or the magical

spellbook of Saint Acius the Wise. Perhaps because they are

bound to whatever it is they are guarding, they are incapable

of getting it themselves. In exchange for the retrieval of this

item, they will allow the heroes to pass - a sort of tit-for-tat. If

the quest giver is malicious, they may ask for something of

little value and particularly difficult to obtain, such as the

toenails of a dragon or a desert flower that only grows in the

Pit of Despair. On the flip side, perhaps they need an item

that holds some special value - the desert flower could be the

only cure for a rare disease, or the dragon's toenails could

have magical properties that enable their bearer to grow

wings and fly. For a spin, try giving a quest that's not a simple

"retrieve this" run - the heroes might be tasked with escorting

an important person from place to place, kidnapping a person

and bringing them to the guardian, or killing one of the

guardian's rivals. Generally, what the guardian wants the

heroes to do is something they would ordinarily do

themselves, but can't - besides the aforementioned condition

of being bound to a physical location, they might fear harm or

danger to themselves or perhaps being identified as the

culprit, and want the heroes to take on any risks and fallout

from the action they wish taken. Whatever the case, the

guardian usually requires proof from the heroes that they

have completed the quest - perhaps a token from a creature

they were tasked to take a message to or a piece of a creature

they were asked to kill. Once this token is presented, they will

generally allow the heroes to pass. For a twist, have the quest

giver break their word to the heroes. Perhaps the ancient

artifact they were just given is in fact the key to their prison,

and now they wish to wreak havoc on the world - a classic

case of "Good Job Breaking It, Hero." Maybe they use the

object's power to imprison the heroes in an alternate

dimension, or maybe - as in the case of Gazeem, the heroes

get to enter, only to be crushed by the collapsing Cave of

Wonders.



The Toll Taker
The toll taker is somewhere between the quest giver and the

judge of character. Like the quest giver, they ask something of

the heroes; unlike the quest giver, what they ask is usually

something the heroes already have, and are loath to part with.

At the commonplace end are things like toll booths (which

might deprive the heroes of their hard-earned coppers) and

bribeable guards (which might deprive the heroes of their

hard-earned gold), while at the upper end are formidable

opponents who give the heroes a terrible choice. From

sacrificing a limb to actually staying in the toll taker's place,

the prices asked by the more plot-centric of these guardians

will force the heroes to consider what matters most. Perhaps

they must give up whatever it is they most value. Perhaps

they must sacrifice their firstborn. In role-playing games, a

particular magic item the PCs have might be the price of

admission, and they might never get it back. It's also more

than fair to have the price be a person - perhaps the PCs must

willingly give up one of their lives, or maybe they have to

agree to fill the toll taker's place so that they can go free.

Maybe the gate can only be opened by intense agony, or

perhaps the Chest of Souls can only be breached by the dead,

and the PCs must leave their physical forms behind.

Whatever the toll taker asks, make sure it's something the

PCs care about. In general, whether or not to pay the toll

should be an agonizing decision. Like with the judge of

character, the manner of the heroes response will reveal who

they truly are.

Using Guardians
Guardians have a variety of uses in the average campaign.

They can be used to lengthen a session - perhaps by forcing

the PCs to deliberate about what to do - or to provide a

cliffhanger at the end of one (a so-called "chew toy" for the

players to work on away from the table). They can add spice

to a dungeon or provide an interesting break in combat by

presenting something the PCs simply cannot overcome by

force. In narrativist campaigns focused on role-playing, toll

takers and judges of character can be used to help the PCs

explore who they are. In simulationist, combat-based games,

the PCs may find an interesting tactical puzzle in the giant

monster or the captain. Regardless, they're generally a

planned element - you should know what and why a

significant guardian is guarding before the session, since it

will likely be plot-significant if the PCs acquire it or gain

access to it. When used as on-the-fly fillers, it's best to have

them in locations you planned for the PCs not to reach so

quickly - guarding a bridge or a narrow hallway, for instance.

In this latter case, getting past them is really just costing the

PCs time and failing to net them anything important to the

plot. For this use, combat-based guardians are more

appropriate, since they require less planning in terms of

motivation and integration with the world.

By the Genre
Horror
In horror games, toll takers, riddle masters, and judges of

character combine into the nightmarish Game Master (no

relation to yours truly). The Game Master enjoys playing with

his prey - perhaps they have to escape a trap before it kills

them, or kill their fellow players to avoid being killed

themselves (be careful with that one - it's not for a group that

doesn't trust you as GM). Giant monster encounters are also

possible - but generally, use a psychological monster instead

of a big one. Certain of the dimensions in the above tables

(like The Emptiness) can net you significant mileage in a

horror campaign.

Superheroes
In superhero games, judges of character are common - they

need to know the heroes are strong enough to face the

challenges that will follow, or they protect power that only the

worthy may unlock. Giant monsters are a bit of a dead horse

trope - you can use them, but make sure you add something

else to keep things from becoming overly cliche. Riddle

masters work well in other forms of fiction, but can struggle

to mesh with the pacing of a supers role-playing game, which

is often fast and over-the-top in terms of energy level.

Eastern
In martial arts or anime campaigns, you should use giant

monsters, riddle masters, and judges of character heavily. For

a darker tone, go with toll takers. The price heroes pay to

become exceptional features heavily in eastern myth, as does

the idea of being worthy and unworthy. The student may have

to pass a test to unlock ultimate power, or they may be forced

to pay a price to purify themselves.

Modern War
In a modern war setting, checkpoints are incredibly common,

and may restrict access to tactical objectives like artillery,

supply depots, or bridges. For settings with a resistance,

sneaking soldiers or weapons through a checkpoint is a

common trope; it's also not uncommon to see captain

encounters where role-playing becomes essential to defuse

the situation or explain a lapse in documentation. Lastly,

heroes operating behind enemy lines may be forced to face a

friendly checkpoint coming back in.

Science Fiction
In science fiction, any type of encounter is possible. Don't be

afraid to replace giant monsters with giant vehicles or

captains with admirals of the fleet for starship-based combat.

Riddle masters and judges of character may be members of

ancient orders (as in Star Wars) or advanced AIs with

motivations humans struggle to understand. Quest givers and

toll takers are incredibly common as crime lords and nobles -

perhaps they wish something not to be found on their native

planet, or the head of a particular spice smuggler.



Pulp
In pulp campaigns, guardians may guard mystical artifacts

and ancient temples, and are likely to make judgements of

character that heroes may pass while villains fail (or that no

man may pass, as in Crusaders of the Lost Ark). Don't be

afraid to use curses and the undead as guardians of a less-

sentient nature, and remember that good pulp heroes are

renowned for their ability to win the day without falling prey

to deadly situations.



Author's Note

T
he inspiration for this piece comes from an

older one I wrote on the same subject, which

was considerably shorter and less detailed.

This new, entirely re-written version was

created for Silver Soul Gaming's Fantastic

Worlds lineup - the second in its series. It's free

for those of you who want to use it, and I hope

you will. If you like it, perhaps that will encourage you to

check out some of our other products at

https://silversoulgaming.com/ .
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